
Specifications

Network Dimensions: 165 × 71 × 8.2 mm  Weight: 185g  Colours: Black, Purple, Ice White

Display 6.5" 21:9 4K 120Hz HDR OLED, 50% Brighter and Real-time HDR drive

Chipset Snapdragon® 8 Gen 1 Mobile Platform

Network 5G

RAM/ROM 12GB RAM / 256 GB ROM

Rear cam
24mm: 12MP 1/1.7" 120fps OIS/AF, Optical Zoom 85-125mm: 12MP 1/3.5" 120fps OIS/AF, 16mm: 12MP 1/2.5" 120fps AF, 3D iTOF, 
Real-time Eye AF for All lenses / Real-time Tracking for All lenses, 20fps AF/AE burst for All lenses with HDR, 4K 120fps slow-motion
and High frame rate for All lenses, Object tracking for video / Eye AF for video, Wider dynamic range mode  / Live streaming

Front cam 12MP 1/2.9"

Audio Full-Stage stereo speakers  (Expand low frequency), 3.5mm Audio Jack / DSEE Ultimate / 360 Reality Audio / 360 Reality Audio
Upmix / Music Pro

Battery 5,000mAh (typ), 30min 50% charge with 30W Charger / 3 years long-life

Durability / UX IP65/68, Corning® Gorilla® Glass Victus™

Wireless
Charging Yes

Gaming Elite Gaming, Game Enhancer with Live streaming

*1 Up to 50% brighter than previous model. Display maximum brightness may vary according to settings, usage and contents.    
*2 Display refresh rate may vary according to settings, contents and applications used.
*3 Xperia 1 IV features 4K HDR 120fps video recording in all rear camera lenses. Verified by Strategy Analytics’ SpecTRAX Service. Correct as of the 11th May 2022.
*4 Xperia 1 IV features a periscope camera for continuous optical zoom and 120fps read-out sensor. Verified by Strategy Analytics’ SpecTRAX Service. Correct as of 
11th May 2022.
*5 Display ratios may vary based on content formatting.
*6 Third party terms, conditions, account, and fees may apply. Service availability may vary by market.
*7 360 Reality Audio requires a subscription to a compatible online music service. Third-party terms, conditions, account, and fees may apply.
Service availability may vary by market.
*8 360 Reality Audio on the speakers is available through Tidal and Nuggs.net. Third party terms, conditions, account, and fees may apply.
Service availability may vary by market.
*9 Music Pro is a service for recording your music without any external equipment, and features recording, editing and studio tuning. The studio tuning is applicable only
for vocal. Music recording and editing is free of charge. Studio tuning requires a paid subscription that costs $4.99(USD) per month. The costs for monthly subscription may
differ depending on market.
*10 Snapdragon is a product of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. Snapdragon is a trademark or registered trademark of Qualcomm Incorporated.
*11 Sold separately.
*12 Xperia 1 IV Hong Kong variant. The percentage may vary by markets.

5G network and availability may vary depending on country, carrier and user environment. Facts and features may vary depending on local variants. Services described
herein may require separate registration and be subject to additional terms, conditions and fees. Sony is a trademark or registered trademark of Sony corporation.
Xperia is a trademark or registered trademark of Sony Mobile Communications Inc. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Other product and company names mentioned
herein maybe the trademark of their respective owners. Any rights not expressly granted herin are reserved . All terms are subject to change without prior notice.

© 2022 Sony Corporation

Optional Accessories

Vlog monitor for Xperia
XQZ-IV01

Style cover with stand
for Xperia 1 IV
XQZ-CBCT

30W Fast charger
XQZ-UC1
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Speed is everything
The Xperia 1 IV delivers the best of Sony to every user

and creator. There are standout features for videographers
and photographers, and major wins for mobile gamers.

Audiophiles benefit from decades of Sony sound and music
expertise, along with new Music Pro for studio-style song

recording. And cinephiles will appreciate the brightest smartphone
4K HDR 120Hz display ever.*1 *2

PHOTOGRAPHERS & VIDEOGRAPHERS

Create incredible content with breathtaking
speed of the Xperia 1 IV camera

GAMERSCINEPHILES
PHOTOGRAPHERS &

VIDEOGRAPHERS AUDIOPHILES

Speed is everything
The Xperia 1 IV delivers the best of Sony to every user

and creator. There are standout features for videographers
and photographers, and major wins for mobile gamers.

Audiophiles benefit from decades of Sony sound and music
expertise, along with new Music Pro for studio-style song

recording. And cinephiles will appreciate the brightest smartphone
4K HDR 120Hz display ever.*1 *2

PHOTOGRAPHERS & VIDEOGRAPHERS

World's first smartphone
with 4K HDR 120fps video
recording on all lenses*3

World’s first True 
Optical Zoom Lens*4

Create incredible content with breathtaking
speed of the Xperia 1 IV camera

With true optical zoom, the Xperia 1 IV offers images
free of digital degradation between 85mm-125mm.
Combined with optical stabilisation and Real-time
Eye AF and tracking, it's ideal for portraits with
optical bokeh.

With an incredible read-out speed of image sensors,
Xperia 1 IV is the world´s first smartphone with 4K
HDR 120fps video recording on all rear lenses. You
can also select frame rate settings to shoot 
slow-motion clips up to 5x.

Our first smartphone capable of recording 4K HDR 120fps video on 
all rear lenses*3, with Eye AF and Object tracking technologies, and 

live video streaming.

AUDIOPHILES



BRAVIA CORE 
for Xperia
With BRAVIA CORE for Xperia, you can enjoy
movies in high-quality 4K, choose from
hundreds of the latest releases and classic
blockbusters, go behind the scenes with
Studio Access, experience IMAX® Enhanced
titles, and more.*6

Smartphone viewing at its best

The brightest ever 
4K HDR OLED 120Hz
refresh rate display*1*2

An immersive viewing experience with 
a display up to 50% brighter than the 
previous model.

FOR CINEPHILES

Boasting a stunning 4K HDR OLED 120Hz*2 Refresh rate display, and with no
notches to interrupt your view on the 6.5" 21:9 Wide display*5, the Xperia 1 IV

offers a uniquely immersive viewing experience.

Play to win with the Xperia 1 IV

FOR MOBILE GAMERS

Smartphone viewing at its best

FOR CINEPHILES

Boasting a stunning 4K HDR OLED 120Hz*2 Refresh rate display, and with no
notches to interrupt your view on the 6.5" 21:9 Wide display*5, the Xperia 1 IV

offers a uniquely immersive viewing experience.

Game enhancer gives
you the edge

Live stream your
gameplay

Used as official gear on the pro gaming circuit, Xperia offers all the speed,
performance and reliability required for mobile gaming at the highest level.

Play to win with the Xperia 1 IV

FOR MOBILE GAMERS

Crucially for eSports players and
streamers, Game enhancer lets you
change settings like audio, display and
touch without interrupting the game 
and breaking your concentration.

With Game enhancer on the Xperia 1 IV, 
you can live stream the action direct to social
network, and communicate with your viewers,
seeing their comments on chat while you're
playing the game.

60hz



All the speed you need

Building a sustainable society, together

FOR PERFORMANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

3.5mm audio jack for ultimate sound quality
The 3.5mm audio jack is not just convenient, it also delivers
high fidelity sound quality with superior quality materials and
electronic components.

Record music like a pro
Music Pro*9 lets you use your Xperia to record your own music and
vocals without any external equipment and it sounds like they were
recorded in a studio using a condenser microphone, with noise
reduced and reverberation removed.

Experience 360 Reality Audio*7

With 360 Reality Audio, music has never been so immersive and so real. And with the Xperia 1 IV, you can
enjoy the experience through wired or wireless headphones or the built-in Full-stage stereo speakers.*8

Authentic listening meets studio quality recording

FOR AUDIOPHILES

Enjoy Sony’s audio technology, when you’re either using headphones or
the built-in Full-stage stereo speakers. You can even use the Xperia 1 IV to

record music with professional sound using new Music Pro.*9

Experience the latest
Snapdragon® 8 Gen 1
Mobile Platform*10

The Snapdragon® 8 Gen 1 Mobile Platform
delivers groundbreaking performance and
innovation in AI, gaming, and connectivity – for
the premium experiences your devices deserve.

Powerful 5,000mAh
battery and fast charging
With a 5,000mAh battery on board, the Xperia
1 IV offers plenty of power to keep you going
through the day. When you need to give your
battery a boost, you can fast charge up to 50%
in just 30 minutes with the charger XQZ-UC1.*11

All the speed you need

Building a sustainable society, together

FOR PERFORMANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

Record music like a pro
Music Pro*9 lets you use your Xperia to record your own music and
vocals without any external equipment and it sounds like they were
recorded in a studio using a condenser microphone, with noise
reduced and reverberation removed.

Experience 360 Reality Audio*7

With 360 Reality Audio, music has never been so immersive and so real. And with the Xperia 1 IV, you can
enjoy the experience through wired or wireless headphones or the built-in Full-stage stereo speakers.*8

Authentic listening meets studio quality recording

FOR AUDIOPHILES

At Sony we are continually working to reduce
paper usage. By excluding the charger and
cable from the box, we've made it about 50%
slimmer than previous models. This reduces
the shipping weight, lowering CO₂ emissions
by up to 36% per unit*12. Since most Xperia
customers already have compatible chargers
and cables, we ask them to help our
sustainability drive by re-using them.

As part of Sony's sustainability drive, the
packaging for the Xperia 1 IV uses no plastic,
with these components either eliminated or
replaced with paper materials.


